THREE CARD
POKER
OBJECT
The object of Three Card Poker is to beat the Player/
Dealer’s/Dealer in a three-card poker game. The ranking
of the hands are as follows:
RANK

HAND

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Royal flush
Straight Flush
Three of a kind
Straight
Flush
Pair
High Card

PLAYING THE GAME
Using a standard deck of 52 cards, 3-Card Poker is played
with up to seven (7) Player/Dealer, plus a Player/Dealer’s/
Dealer, although the house dealer deals the game. The
Player/Dealer must place the Ante before placing any
optional Bonus bet (6 - card bonus; pair plus). The pair
plus Bonus bet must be equal to or less than the Ante bet.
The 6-card bonus could be more than Ante bet but not to
exceed $100.
Each Player/Dealer receives three cards face-down. The
Player/Dealer’s/Dealer receives three cards, two face-down
and one face-up. Once Player/Dealer inspect their hand,
they may Fold the hand and forfeit the Ante and Bonus
bet or stays in the game by making a Play bet which must
equal the Ante. The 6-card bonus wager may win or lose
regardless of the outcome of the Ante wager. The 6-card
bonus wager shall not be forfeited if the Player/Dealer folds
their hand and does not place a Play wager.
The Ante always receives action at even money. The Player/
Dealer’s hand is compared to the Player/Dealer’s/Banker’s
hand and the best hand wins at even money.
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If the Player/Dealer’s/Banker qualifies with a minimum
Queen high, the Play bet also receives action at even
money. If the Player/Dealer’s/Dealer does not qualify,
the play bet receives no action. The dealer immediately
refunds this bet to the Player/Dealer.
If the Player/Dealer’s/Dealer does not qualify: 1. The
Player/Dealer’s hand beats the Player/Dealer’s/Dealer
hand; then the dealer will pay each Ante. 2. If the Player/
Dealer’s hand does not beat the Player/Dealer’s/Dealer’s
hand; the dealer does not pay.
The Pair Plus wager allows the Player/Dealer to bet the
ranked value of their hand against the posted payout.

THREE CARD POKER PROGRESSIVE
This $1 bet offers the Player/Dealer a chance to win the
Progressive Jackpot listed at the table. To play, Player/
Dealers make a $1 wager on the (progressive bonus
wager circle) table’s red light-up circle. To win the Jackpot,
a Player/Dealer must have a mini-royal hand (pays $2,500);
or 5 cards royal flush (pays 100% of posted prize).
The $1 Progressive wager also includes an Envy payout
for Player/Dealers who are in the same hand when
another Player/Dealer hits a mini royal.

RANK OF HANDS (HIGHEST TO LOWEST)
ROYAL FLUSH

Ace, King, Queen of the same suit
STRAIGHT FLUSH

Three cards of the same suit in consecutive rank
THREE OF A KIND

Three cards of the same rank regardless of suit
STRAIGHT

Three cards in consecutive order regardless of suit
FLUSH

The cards of the same suit regardless of rank
PAIR

Two cards of the same rank regardless of suit
When comparing two hands of identical rank, the hand
that contains the highest ranking card shall be considered
the highest ranking hand. If the hands are still identical, the
hand shall be considered a push.

